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Plant Spirals: Beauty You Can Count On 

N ature provides us with an endless array of fascinating and beautiful 
patterns: clouds, snowflakes, rock crystals, butterflies, tropical fish, and more. 
Indeed, plants offer us a rich diversity of eye-catching patterns. Just think of 
coleus leaves or the intricate markings on orchid flowers. However, another kind 
of pattern, one of spirals, is formed by particular arrangements of leaves or 
flowers around a stem. These spirals are seen far and wide in higher plants and 
have long intrigued both botanists and mathematicians. A close look at, for 
example, sunflowers, pineapples, or hens and chicks reveals this spiral 
phenomenon. When you slice through a cabbage or admire a cactus, do you 
notice the pattern and start doing mathematical calculations? If not, then  
Plant Spirals: Beauty You Can Count On, our debut exhibition in the new 
Church Exhibition Gallery, is a must see.  

The Botanic Garden collaborated 
with the Mathematics Department on 
the exhibition, which brings the spiral 
phenomenon into greater focus. First 
you will encounter visual displays of 
botanical spirals in all their beauty. 

You will learn about the concept of 
phyllotaxis (also known as 
phyllotaxy)—the arrangement of 
leaves on a stem. We present the 
biology of how the spiral patterns are 
formed and we introduce a simple 
mathematical model that reproduces 
the plant spirals. Come and explore 
the world of Fibonacci numbers, the 
Golden Mean, spirals under the 
microscope, and much more.  

Madelaine Zadik 

 

Although the glasshouse restorations 
are not complete, we are opening this 
public area of the Lyman Plant House. A 
special Plant Spirals preview and opening 
reception for Friends of the Botanic 
Garden will be held on Thursday evening 
October 17 from 6:30 to 8:30 pm in the 
Church Exhibition Gallery. We hope to 
see you there.  

Myrtle spurge, Euphorbia myrsinites 

Hens and chicks, Sempervivum arachnoideum 

English daisy, Bellis perennis 

Table mountain pine, Pinus pungens 
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We’ve Collected a New 
Collections Manager 

L ucky us. Our previous 
position of Assistant Director is 
now two people! Madelaine Zadik, 
who was acting as assistant 
director, is now our Manager of 
Education and Outreach. A 
narrower focus will allow her to 
concentrate on educational exhibits, 
the newsletter, the Friends of the 
Botanic Garden, student interns, 
tours, and volunteers. 

Following a formal search  
(with over 50 applicants) we hired 
Tracy Omar as Manager of 
Collections. He began August 1. 
Tracy was raised in New 
Hampshire and received his 
bachelor’s degree in Plant Science 
from the University of New Hampshire. He has worked in public gardens 
since 1986. Tracy comes to us with vast experience in curatorial practices 
and database management. He has worked at Boyce Thompson Arboretum 
in Superior, Arizona, Washington Park Arboretum in Seattle, and the 
Desert Botanical Garden in Phoenix. Before joining Smith, Tracy was 
Curator at the Joseph Reynold O’Neal Botanic Garden in the British 
Virgin Islands. At the Smith Botanic Garden he will be responsible for 
maintaining our plant records, developing and implementing our labeling 
systems, generating computer maps of plants on campus, labeling 
memorial plantings and benches, and cooperating with Madelaine to 
enhance the educational impact of our labels and signs. We are most 
excited to have someone as qualified as Tracy to manage our complex and 
large plant collections.  

Michael Marcotrigiano 

 

Tracy Omar 
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An English Garden in the Caribbean 
Tracy Omar 

T he British Empire may be ancient history now for many of us, but 
many parts of the world still show the influence of the British. That influence 
is obvious in the culture, cuisine, and architecture of many countries, but for 
me one of the most interesting vestiges of British colonialism is in the 
world’s gardens. 

Before coming to Smith, I worked at the Joseph Reynold O’Neal Botanic 
Garden on Tortola in the British Virgin Islands (BVI). The Garden is situated 
on land that was a British Agricultural Station from 1902 until 1979. When 
the Agricultural Station moved, the British government gave what land 
remained undeveloped to the National Parks Trust of the BVI for 
preservation. It was only about 4 acres of land, but located in the heart of 
Road Town, the capital of the BVI. The site was designated a botanic garden 
almost immediately, but lay unused until 1985. At this point, Mrs. Margaret 
Barwick, wife of the British Governor of the BVI (the islands, which are still 
part of the British Commonwealth, have their own elected government, as 
well as an “overseer” sent from Britain), decided that it was about time 
someone actually made the land a garden. Mrs. Barwick, using her and her 
husband’s influence, 
convinced the National Park 
Trust to let her undertake the 
project. She began designing 
the Garden herself, using her 
knowledge of great British 
gardens as her starting point. 

On arriving at the Garden, 
one immediately enters onto 
Royal Palm Avenue, an allee 
of massive royal palms 
(Roystonea oleracea) towering 
over the walkway. The concept 
of an entryway allee is very 
common in British and other 
European gardens, using 
upright alders, beeches, or the 
like to create a column effect. 
In this tropical garden, the 
royal palms, with their straight trunks the color and texture of cement, give 
an even stronger impression of columns and impart a feeling of grandeur to 
the Garden. Looking down the allee, the green tops of the palms are almost 
lost in the sky, making it possible to forget that the columns are actually 
plants. Unfortunately, the palms have reached such a size that they have 
become a maintenance issue. It is impossible to scale the trees without 
scarring the trunks and ruining the smooth gray texture, but the shedding of 
fronds and flowers creates a hazard for people underneath. 

Off Royal Palm Avenue is “the Great Lawn,” surrounded by a floral 
border. This is another important idea in British gardening. Although the 
Great Lawn here is only about 50 by 100 feet, it does give the feeling of 
openness that is so important in British gardens. It also serves the practical 
function of allowing people to congregate, though here it is usually for 
educational rather than social purposes. The floral border was originally laid 
out very much in the style Gertrude Jekyll proposed in her famous books, 
with a red border flowing into a white border and into orange, yellow, and 
blue. In most British gardens this floral display would be achieved with 
perennials and a smattering of flowering shrubs. Knowing that maintenance 

would always be an issue, Mrs. Barwick 
designed the border using only flowering 
shrubs and trees to create a rainbow of year-
round color. Various color forms of frangipani 
(Plumeria rubra) with white or yellow or red 
flowers, all highly fragrant, are an important 
component. Numerous colors of hibiscus are 
also evident. Many other plants have names 
very unfamiliar to temperate gardeners, such as 
Rondeletia odorata, with clusters of cinnabar 
red flowers, each with a bright yellow eye, or 
Cananga odorata, the ilang-ilang tree, with 
drooping yellow flowers measuring 5 inches 
across. Heightening the experience, almost 
every flower is deliciously fragrant. So, while 
the idea is very British, the actual product is 

distinctly tropical. 
Leaving the Great 

Lawn you wander under 
an array of pergolas 
covered with flowering 
vines. Roses do not 
cope well with the 
tropical heat, so there 
are no climbing roses 
gracing the arbors, but 
the variety of flowers 
displayed is quite 
stunning. Blue trumpet 
vine (Thunbergia 
grandiflora) is covered 
in large, trumpet-shaped 
blossoms throughout the 
year. One pergola is 
covered with the typical 

blue form, another with the white form. On 
another pergola is purple wreath (Petrea 
volubilis), with hanging sprays of blue or 
purple flowers, reminiscent of lilac or wisteria.  
Each of the nine pergolas has a distinctive 
plant, making a most dramatic walkway. The 
walkways converge on a tall, Italianate 
fountain at the geographical center of the 
Garden. 

The rest of the garden is laid out in 
systematic beds, following the same principles 
as our own systematic beds at Smith. Each bed 
displays one family of plants. However, the 
beds at the J.R. O’Neal Botanic Garden are 
much larger than the beds at Smith, and the 
plants displayed in them are trees and shrubs 

(Continued on page 6) 
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Word Maize 
Michael Marcotrigiano 

DOWN 
 

2.    Being small, botanically speaking 
3.    Juliet’s least favorite annual (3 words) 
4.    The “seed” leaf 
5.    It follows the sun 
6.    Dental wood slivers 
7.    Pawpaw 
14.  Pineapple and its relatives 
17.  So many ornamental grasses you can’t count them 
20.  Instant lawn 
22.  Charming Bill’s biennial 
23.  Roundup sprayed on wheat (2 words) 
24. Succulent houseplant or a semiprecious stone 
25. A Japanese beetle grub’s favorite food or a type of initiative  

(2 words) 
26.  Tomato type or bovine skewer 
28.  Insect “skin” 
30.  Oh what a glorious morning 
32.  What strawberry’s stolons can do 
34.  Plant hormone 
35.  To head back an overgrown shrub 

ACROSS 
 
1.     A carrot relative or a collar of 

choice for royalty (3 words) 
5.     Britain’s laughable form of 

pasture animal control 
8.     Invasive tea plant or a place 

money is found 
9.     Variety trial judges 
10.   Fuzzy perennial or Shari Lewis’ 

puppet’s hearing aids 
11.   Japan’s colorful garden fish 
12.   Martagon, for example 
13.   Fishing rods and groundcovers 
15.   Sagittaria and syngonium or 

what cowboys sometimes get 
16.   Giving a plant some class 
18.   Newton’s wasp-pollinated 

flower or a journal photo 
19.   Decomposed peat or misspelled 

Lebanese spread 
21.   Compost container 
23.   Pickle 
24. Polemonium (a fast way to the 

gate of heaven?) (2 words) 
26.   A liberal spring perennial  

(2 words) 
27.   Marijuana 
29.   Over the edge 
31.   Orchid type or feminine 

footwear (2 words) 
33.   Mites and webs and man 
36.   Plant colors 
37.   “Winged” stem epithet 
38. ‘Gala’ and ‘Cox Orange Pippin,’ 

for example 
39. Fly traps, pitcher plants, 

sundews 

The solution will appear in the next 
issue of Botanic Garden News. 

Please note that apostrophes are 
omitted and ligatures are allowed. 

© 2002 Michael Marcotrigiano 
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one or two dead or dying 
central leaders with diameters 

at breast height of less than 3 
inches and a total height of less than 15 

to 25 feet. Surrounding these leaders would 
be a wreath of healthy looking basal sprouts 
that have shot up in response to the death of 
the leader. Close inspection reveals the cycle 
that the pathogen and the trees are 
continuously repeating. Despite chestnuts 
being one of the fastest growing deciduous 
hardwoods of the eastern forests, the disease 
typically chokes out apical growth before the 
tree matures and reproduces sexually. In low 
light understory conditions, these basal 
sprouts grow more slowly, giving the fungus 
ample time to infect bark tissue. However, 
studies have shown that when the forest 
canopy is removed it is not uncommon for 
sprouts to accelerate growth and reach 
diameters of six inches before succumbing to 
blight  

Despite the chestnut’s strong, persistent, 
regenerative growth habit, the pandemic of 
chestnut blight continues to threaten the 
reserve of wild germplasm. Thanks to the 
efforts of scientists around the world, 
however, there is reason for hope. What may 
be the most positive event in the battle 
against chestnut blight was a gift from nature. 
In 1951, individuals of Castanea sativa 
growing in Italy were able to heal cankers 
and survive what appeared to be a less 
virulent case of blight. When this strain of 
Cryphonectria parasitica was isolated and 
analyzed, it was determined to contain a virus 
that made the fungus more susceptible to the 
trees’ natural defenses. Strains of C. 
parasitica infected with what is being called 
Hypovirus are being praised as a potential 
biological control of chestnut blight. 

The use of hypovirulent blight fungi 
has not had the same success in 
the United States as in Europe 

(possibly due to the greater 
susceptibility of C. dentata to 
blight), but its use in 

(Continued on page 6) 

C astanea dentata, commonly called American 
chestnut, was once a dominant species in the 

eastern deciduous forest of the 
United States. This 

member of the 
Fagaceae, or beech 

family, was a key 
figure in both the ecology 

and the economy of the nation 
before the turn of the twentieth 

century. With the chestnut 
accounting for about 25% of the 

standing timber where it was present, 
people in 1900 would have had difficulty 

imagining that its existence would soon be 
threatened. A giant tree (commonly growing over 

100 feet), it provided strong, rot-resistant wood, and 
was ideal for anything from furniture to ship masts to 

railroad ties. The wood and bark of the American chestnut 
has an extremely high tannin content that made it valuable to the 

leather industry. The nuts came in consistent, reliable, high yields 
that were enjoyed and sometimes depended on as much by humans 

as they were by wildlife.  
In 1904 chestnut blight, caused by a fungal pathogen, was introduced 

somewhere in or near New York City. It is hypothesized that the source of the 
pathogen was the imported nursery stock of an Asian species of Castanea from 
Japan. It rapidly spread with devastating effects. This fungus was described in 
1906 and it was given its current name, Cryphonectria parasitica, in 1977. 
Many books and research articles can be found referring to it by its old name, 
Endothia parasitica. 

Despite slower activity and spread of the fungus in colder regions, by the 
midpoint of the twentieth century the disease had covered almost the entire 
range of the American chestnut. Other native species of Castanea, such as C. 
pumila and C. ozarkensis, were affected by Cryphonectria parasitica, but much 
less severely. The genetically similar European chestnut, C. sativa, has been 
experiencing a struggle similar to that of C. dentata since the same blight was 
noticed in Italian forests around 1932 and elsewhere in Europe over the 
following two decades. Fortunately, the European chestnut is somewhat less 
susceptible to the blight. The Asian species C. mollissima and C. crenata have a 
natural resistance to the blight, which is no surprise since the fungus and these 
species evolved in the same geographic range.  

The fungus enters a healthy tree via wounds in the bark and begins to 
produce enzymes that degrade the living tissue, causing a sunken canker. This 
causes wilting of the foliage, followed by branch or trunk death above the 
canker. Spores spread through forests quickly both by wind and by sticking to 
birds and other wildlife. The American chestnut has stayed alive throughout its 
range because of its natural resistance in the roots and root collar and its 
remarkably vigorous sprouting ability. On a walk through the forests 
of New England today, it would not be uncommon for one to spot 
the distinctive, oblong, sharply toothed leaves that obviously 
inspired the specific epithet “dentata.” One would not, however, 
look up to see these leaves anymore but rather would have to 
examine the understory of the woods. The most typical example 
of Castanea dentata one would encounter would come in the form of 

Where Have All the Chestnuts Gone? 
John Berryhill 
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(Continued from page 5) 
combination with other mycoparasitic organisms such as Tricoderma spp. 
and Bacillus spp., may produce better results. Dispersal of these biological 
agents has been a problem. Fortunately, being living things, they will 
persist in the environment, will offer little or no threat to nontargeted 
species, and will spread naturally. The use of fungicides against the blight 
has shown limited effectiveness and might be ecologically dangerous as 
well as impractical to apply throughout a large area.  

Yet another approach is hybridization between Castanea dentata and 
the genetically similar Chinese chestnut, C. mollissima, which is, 
however, much shorter and broader in form than its American counterpart. 
By breeding the resulting half-American and half-Chinese chestnut with 
an American chestnut, and then repeating this process many times, the 
hope is to produce a plant as genetically close to C. dentata as possible 
and that displays its growth habit as well, yet has the blight resistance of 
C. mollissima. This raises a question, however. When foreign germplasm 
is introduced into the genome of a species, can it still be called the same 
species? Would we really be saving the American chestnut this way? 

The bleak picture that admirers of the American chestnut saw half a 
century ago appears to have gotten considerably brighter. However, much 
work is still needed if the American chestnut is ever to regain its former 
role in the American landscape.  

Where Have All the 
Chestnuts Gone 

An English Garden 
in the Caribbean 

(Continued from page 3) 
rather than herbaceous plants. Beds are devoted to 
the Arecaceae (palm family), the Bromeliaceae 
(bromeliad family), the Araliaceae (aralia family), 
and several other important tropical families.  

One of the most exciting things about visiting 
tropical gardens is to see plants that are familiar as 
houseplants grown into large landscape plants. 
Examples include dumb cane (Dieffenbachia 
maculata) and the rubber plant (Ficus elastica) 
growing as 20 foot tall, multitrunked trees. Or a 
poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrima) growing as a 
10 foot tall shrub. Another exciting treat is to see 
tropical fruits actually growing. Some are familiar 
fruits such as bananas, mangoes, and papayas. 
Others are only vaguely familiar names—
breadfruit, eaten throughout the tropics as we eat 
potatoes, or akee, a very popular Caribbean fruit 
that is highly poisonous when unripe. Imagine 
someone seeing a tree full of beautiful red apples 
for the first time and you’ll appreciate the wonder 
of seeing some of these plants for the first time. 

The final, very British, feature of the Garden is a 
pond. Although the garden pond is more a feature 
of modern gardens than of historic gardens, it is 
very common in British gardens both large and 
small. This pond is very typical, with water lilies on 
the surface and koi swimming through the depths. 
Ponds are very high maintenance in the tropics. 
Water temperatures are high all year, so algae and 
other unwanted plants grow very vigorously. One 
of the most beautiful water plants is water hyacinth 
(Eichhornia crassipes). These plants survive either 
rooted or floating and send up stalks of blue, red, or 
yellow flowers. Unfortunately, in the warm waters 
of the tropics the plants grew so quickly that we 
needed to remove a truckload from our small pond 
every month. Like most British garden ponds, this 
pond is as popular for its wildlife as for its plants. 
Herons and egrets are a common sight, as are 
dragonflies, frogs, and turtles.  

For botanic gardens throughout the world, 
education and conservation are becoming more and 
more important. This is also true at the J.R. O’Neal 
Garden. Small areas that were systematic beds are 
now devoted to displaying medicinal plants, food 
plants, and conservation plants. Future plans for the 
Garden call for even larger areas to be devoted to 
conservation plants. Fortunately, careful planning 
has ensured that new development will not detract 
from the essential nature of the Garden, and the 
idea of a British garden in the Caribbean will be 
preserved for all to see.  

For more information visit the web site of the American Chestnut 
Foundation, which is working to restore the American chestnut to its 

native forests. You can find them online at www.acf.org 
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Most of the seeds did not germinate because 
they were old and had not been stored properly. 
The seed I was testing was in many cases five or 
more years old, and had been stored dry, at room 
temperature. At first the results were dismal: most 
of the seeds I started began to grow one of about 
30 different kinds of mold or fungus. Each petri 
dish grew a different kind of mold instead of a 
different plant. Was the mold coming from the 
seed itself, or had the seeds been contaminated 

during the setup? We suspected that the seeds 
themselves were carrying the spores, which in 
the moist, sterile conditions of the petri dish 
were able to grow and feed off the ample food 
supply within the seed. At this point I felt 
discouraged, but I pressed on. With the help of 
the staff we decided to try to sterilize the dishes 
and paper in the microwave.  

Some seeds continued to grow mold, but 
each time even one seed would germinate I got 
very excited. My first success was with a 
sample of Salvia coccinea from 1997. Three of 
the 50 seeds I had carefully counted and laid 
out in the petri dish showed little green 
cotyledons after 15 days. One my best results 
was with Nicotiana acuminata from 1996. I 
counted out about 110 tiny little seeds, and 
looked on, astounded, 8 days later when 95 of 
the seeds sprouted little roots and green tops. 
A small dormant seed, under the right 

conditions, could become a full grown plant!  
By doing these tests on countless seeds of 

numerous species I was able to determine which 
species’ seeds remained viable the longest, even 
under adverse conditions. This information will 
help the Botanic Garden staff in their future 
collection of seeds. Some species may not need to 
be collected every single year, because seed in 
storage will last 5 or 10 years. My research on seed 
treatments and viability will also allow the Botanic 
Garden to provide more accurate information on 
how to germinate seed that they provide to other 
gardens through the Index Seminum.  

All in all, I really enjoyed my time at the 
Botanic Garden. The research I did was practical, 
but also educational, and the things I learned I will 
take with me as I leave Smith. I have a deeper 
appreciation for the work that goes into a Botanic 
Garden, a deeper knowledge of plants and the 
miracle that is a seed. Many ask me what I am 
going to do after graduation. I can’t say that I 
know for sure, but one thing I do know is that I 
will continue to work with and learn about plants, 
botany, and horticulture.  

S ince arriving at Smith four long years ago, I have enjoyed the 
many facets of the Botanic Garden. On cold winter days I wandered 
among the philodendrons and coffee plants in the Palm House; on 
Mountain Day I sat against the trunk of the beloved ginkgo; in fall during 
my Horticulture class I admired the plants of the Systematics Garden and 
potted up my favorite house plants in the student greenhouse. I love plants 
for many reasons, and have informally enjoyed the work of the Botanic 
Garden throughout my time at Smith. Finally, as a senior, I have been 
able to work at the Botanic Garden as an intern. 

For the past year, I have been working on improving the Garden’s 
Index Seminum (seed list used for exchange with other botanical gardens). 
During the fall semester I spent hours 
researching the seed biology of many 
species in the outdoor gardens and 
conservatory as well as wild collected 
native species. I scoured books and 
articles for information on seed 
treatment, germination conditions, and 
seed longevity and viability.  

I found myself surprised and 
fascinated by the complexity of seed 
biology. Everyone knows that seeds 
eventually grow into trees and plants, 
but the processes that go on inside the 
seed to initiate germination are 
surprisingly complex. I learned about a 
whole new facet within the world of 
plants. Some seeds require special 
treatment before they will germinate. 
For example, many woody species 
need to be stratified—treated with cold  
temperatures and a moist environment for several months. Other species 
require scarification—scoring or nicking the hard seed coat, to allow the 
seed to imbibe water and begin the germination process. And some seeds 
just germinate very slowly, requiring a year or more for the embryo 
within the seed to develop fully and become ready to germinate.  

I have also learned a great deal about plant taxonomy during my 
research. I have begun to learn the names and characteristics of different 
plant families and species, where they come from, what they look like, 
and the conditions they prefer. Also, while looking for specific 
information about seed germination and treatment, I explored the culture, 
history, and life cycles of many species to which I had not paid much 
attention before. I began to get to know very well a list of common and 
not so common plants within the Botanic Garden.  

During the spring 2002 semester, I moved into the experimental phase. 
I began testing stored seed for germination rates and longevity. For each 
species I counted out 50 to 100 seeds and placed them on moistened filter 
paper in petri dishes, which were sealed with parafilm to make them 
airtight. Then I watched, and hoped. Sometimes the seeds were so small 
that when I breathed on them they blew away and I would have to recount 
them. Other times I needed to find the seeds among the dried parts of 
flowers or extract them from within dried fruits. After stratifying several 
species, I had to look for seeds the size of a pinhead in wet sand. It took a 
lot of work and even more patience just to get the seed ready for testing. 
Now the question was, would they sprout? 

Darcey Blue French ’02  
Cary MacCrae McDaniel Intern 

Internship: Exploring Seeds 

Darcy counting seeds, Spring 2002 
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Renovation Update 

I n June we moved 
into our new administrative 
wing in Lyman Plant House. 
The offices were nearly 
finished, and once I accepted 
being blinded by the sun 
(blinds were installed weeks 
later), I could enjoy the view 
of Paradise Pond. I began 
forgetting our temporary 
offices on Green Street, 
which were so close to the 
laundromat we had to clean 
lint fuzz off our window 
screens. We’ve now 
graduated from lint fuzz to 
plaster dust and paint fumes 
but it was a good trade. 
Granted, it has been noisy, 
dusty, and inconvenient living in a construction 
zone, but at least I’m on site to make sure 
things get done exactly as planned. It’s like 
having your entire house renovated while you 
are trying to live a normal life. As I write this, 
the offices are 99% complete, the exhibition 
space is having its floor put down, and the 
reception area is complete. The underground 
wing still needs some work, but the bulb cooler 

Michael Marcotrigiano 
is operational and the potting 
benches are installed. By 
next week we may be able to 
engrave plant labels. My 
class meets in the new 
classroom in the back of the 
complex. The room is 
spanking clean with an 
automated projection screen 
and lots of complicated 
lighting options, not to 
mention air-conditioning. 
The major renovations that 
remain are to the 
greenhouses themselves. At 
one point, four greenhouses 
were skinned to near nothing 
as new glass and supports 
were installed. The entire 

greenhouse complex is currently off limits because the restored 
greenhouses are completely packed with plants and are accessible 
only through construction areas that are unsafe. It’s not a pretty 
scene. It is unlikely that many greenhouses will open soon. If all goes 

Lead abatement in Succulent House, Show House, Fern House, and Palm House 

New reception area 

Do ferns require hard hats? 

well, however, the entire greenhouse complex will be complete by 
March, and at that point a big celebration is in order. We plan on 
having the spring 2003 Bulb Show unless catastrophe strikes. 
However, there is no mum show this fall.  

Special thanks are due to my entire staff who have cooperated 
with the construction crews and gone out of their way to assist 
students and keep the plant collection as healthy as possible. You 
will never believe how beautiful this building is until you visit again. 
The effort by everyone involved has been terrific and I am very 
proud to be Director of such a wonderful facility. Thank you for 
your support of the Botanic Garden during this major renovation.  
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Transient Horticulture 

T he movement of plants through space and time has always 
been a major activity of the human race. Botanic gardens have been 
especially involved in the acquisition of new plants from foreign lands 
and are responsible for the passage of many crop and ornamental plants 
that have moved from one 
continent to another. 

This past year, the 
movement of plants has been a 
constant theme for the staff of 
the Lyman Plant House and the 
students who assist us in our 
labors. But we confined our 
movements in-house, shuffling 
thousands of plants from one 
greenhouse to another, all a 
part of maintaining a living 
collection during an extensive 
renovation. As greenhouse 
after greenhouse has come 
under a storm of contractors’ 
tools and noise, we have had to 
evacuate plants to other spaces, 
much like refugees before the front of a hurricane.  

We are proud to report that all deadlines asked of us by contractors 
were met and all evacuees are accounted for. We are relieved that the 
storm is slowly, slowly passing. 

The staff is used to rapid changes in some greenhouses, for example, 
the massive purges after a bulb or mum show, when all plants can 
disappear in two days. But seeing other greenhouses that seem positively 
primordial, such as the Fern or Palm House, emptied and draped with 
plastic sheeting is a new and eerie experience for most of us. 

This renovation has involved planning and preparation. Large in-
ground plants destined to be dug up and containerized had to be root-
pruned months in advance. Duplicates, however beautiful, were deleted. 
Unlike the curatorial staff at the Art Museum, we could “miniaturize” 
our collection, rooting cuttings from large specimens and restoring them 

to full size as space allows. Hundreds of plants, 
no longer needed or multiples of other 
specimens, were passed along to other botanic 

gardens or to faculty and 
students. In a number of 
cases a large and venerable 
specimen had to go. The 
large Peruvian apple 
cactus, Cereus peruvianus, 
planted in the ground in the 
Succulent House in 1981 
and regularly pruned to 
keep from going through 
the greenhouse roof, was 
this time pruned to the 
ground, never to return 
(see photo at bottom left). 
We already are planning a 
new and more exciting set 
of plants in its place.  
To me this is the silver 

lining of the renovation. We have minimized the 
collection to its most essential elements, but 
have freed up room for new and better material 
for course work, public display, and research. 

A co-worker once cracked, “Horticulture 
translated from Latin means moving plants 
around.” This year seems to have put some 
truth into that joke.  

May 2002: Imagine next year’s Bulb Show here! 

Detail of engraving from Salomon Kleiner,  
Vera et Accurata Delineatio Omnium Templorum et Coenobiorum, 1724 

Succulent House August 2002 

Rob Nicholson 
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I n my sophomore year of high school, I had 
my first biology class and I was hooked. I wanted 
to know how every part of the body worked and 
how every cell functioned. Using the microscope 
was exciting and learning about diseases was 
shocking. I entered Smith College interested in 
biology and in particular medicine with the intent 
of going to medical school. My first year, I started 
out on the typical pre-medical track balancing 
Chemistry, Intro Bio, and Calculus with my other 
studies. I even volunteered regularly in the 
Emergency Department at Cooley Dickinson 
Hospital and participated in an internship 
shadowing various physicians. However, the next 
fall I began exploring courses in microbiology, 
molecular biology, and cell physiology, becoming 
more and more intrigued by the laboratory 
techniques and data analysis that led to great 
biological discoveries as well as by the lives of 
those famous research scientists. I began to 
become preoccupied with the idea of doing my 
own research. I wanted to experience firsthand 
what it was like to become part of a lab on the 
brink of real scientific discoveries. 

Thus, after my junior year at Smith, I was fairly 
sure that research was what I really wanted to do. I 
was fortunate enough to be chosen to participate in 
Smith’s summer internship program at the Royal 
Botanic Gardens in Kew, England. I can honestly 
say that my summer at Kew was one of the most 
influential experiences in determining the course 
of my career objectives. During my internship at 
Kew, supported by the Muriel Kohn Pokross ’34 
Fellowship in Botanical & Horticultural Studies, I 
learned DNA extraction, PCR, cycle sequencing, 
and phylogenetic matrix analysis while working on 
the ITS region of various species of Conostylis. 
But best of all, I became a part of that laboratory. I 
spent long hours waiting for samples to process. I 
felt the excitement of getting good data and 

Chloe Diamond ’02 

Botanic Garden News 

significant results. I also went through the frustration of many failed 
attempts. But throughout the entire summer, my ideas and explanations 
were heard and respected. I actually got to be part of the entire process, 
from doing the essential but monotonous work, to analyzing the data, 
to being co-author on two papers soon to be published. After my four 
years at Smith, and in particular my summer at Kew, I was convinced 
that a career in biological research was right for me. 

Drawing from all my past experiences in biology and related fields, 
I know that graduate school is the next logical step. I want to further 
my proficiency in the lab and be in a challenging environment where I 
can learn from colleagues and professors and contribute to on-going 
research as well as begin my own projects. This fall I will attend Yale 
University to obtain a Ph.D. in Biological and Biomedical Sciences. I 
feel confident that I will have the opportunity to grow and thrive as a 
biologist and as a person while drawing from everything I’ve learned 
in my four years at Smith.  

W e are hoping 
to place two benches in 
the new Church Exhibition 
Gallery in Lyman Plant 
House and have selected 
a style of backless iron 
bench, four feet long, with 
armrests and an oak seat. We 
are offering these as memorial 
opportunities, following the same 
policies as outdoor benches. Our memorial 
bench policies are available online at  
http://www.smith.edu/garden/Giving/memorialbench.html. 
If you don’t have web access or you would like more information, 
just give us a call.  

Memorial Bench 
Opportunities 

My Summer at Kew in 2001 
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The Botanic Garden of Smith College is grateful to our supporters who help make our work 
possible. We wish to express our sincerest thanks to the following contributors who have 
given so generously in the last fiscal year, from July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2002.  

In Memory of  
          Lucia Beth Krompart ’81 
     Lee and Leona Krompart 
     Alexandra Alley Manning 
In Memory of Ronald Macdonald 
     Julio Alves 
     Helen H. Bacon 
     Maria & D. K. Banerjee 
     Giovanna Bellesia-Contuzzi 
     Ann E. Boutelle 
     Ms. Nancy Mason Bradbury 
     Joan M. Bramwell 
     Debra Carney & George Owens 
     Barbara Brehm-Curtis 
     Brigitte Buettner & Michael Gorra 
     Marcia E. Burick 
     Floyd & Sheri Cheung 
     Yoonsuk Chung 
     John Connolly 
     Barbara Day 
     Jennifer DeWolf 
     Donna Robinson Divine 
     Karen Smith Emerson 
     Craig McFadyen Felton 
     Cynthia & Daniel Furtek 
     Maria Estela Harretche 
     Elizabeth W. Harries 
     Mary Lou & Bob Heiss 
     Monica Jakuc 
     Joel Kaminsky 
     Mary A. Koncel 
     Barbara & Eugene Kozash 
     Mary Helen Laprade 
     Ann Leone & Hans R. Vaget 
     Felicia Leveille 
     Elizabeth S. Loudon 
     Sherry Marker 
     Nancy L. Martin 
     Barbara Packer 
     Douglas L. Patey 
     Nancy & Charles Reeves 
     Peter Rose 
     Helen B. Ross 
     Linda, Chris & Sussy Sarage 
     Elizabeth Savoca 
     Sharon Seelig 
     Ann & Ed Shanahan 
     Smith College Board of Trustees 
     Brian Turner 
     Reverend & Mrs. Robert Marion 

     Van Horne 

Memorial Gifts continued Memorial Gifts continued 

In Memory of Ronald Macdonald 
     Patricia Weed        
     Susanna Weinstein 
     R. Jackson Wilson 
     Andrew & Shelly Zimbalist 
In Memory of  
         Anne Richardson Mason ’47 
     Sarah R. Batschelet 
In Memory of  
         Cary MacRae McDaniel 
     Ann Coulter Wiss 
In Memory of Ruth W. Miller 
     Cornelia Ann Miller 
In Memory of  
         Frances M. Miner ’27 
     Mr. & Mrs. Charles B. Miner 
In Memory of Ruth Mortimer ’53 
     John Lancaster & Daria 

D’Arienzo 
In Memory of  
         Elizabeth Hilles Reynolds ’18 
     Mrs. Sarah R. Newbury 
In Memory of  
         Nora Hamlen Robinson ’19 
     Carol L. Wirtschafter 
In Memory of Gertrude D. & 
         William H. Schofield 
     Marcia Schofield 
In Memory of Larry Selgelid 
     Loretta M. Selgelid 
In Memory of  
         Elizabeth Spetnagel ’28 
     Mrs. Jaywood Lukens 
     Pamelia P. Tisza 
In Memory of  
         Louise Spetnagel ’29 
     Mrs. Jaywood Lukens 
In Memory of Ann L. Turomsha 
     Ruth E. Bishop 
In Memory of Mary van Schaik 
     Mary L. Schaffner 
     Jacoba van Schaik 
In Memory of  
         Raye Simon Weenick ’59 
     Charles & Myra Wrubel 
In Memory of Ed Wing 
     Carol A. Duke 
     Amy W. Quigley 
In Memory of Cynthia Works 
     Donna De Coursey 

 

In Honor of Maryjane Beach 
    David L. Chalmers 
    Katherine D. Chalmers 
In Honor of Susan Bourque 
    Myron & Penina Glazer 
In Honor of JoAnne Brown 
    Jessica Plumridge 
In Honor of Mary Dunn 
    Betty K. Russell 
In Honor of Kristina & John Fisher 
    Tom and Mary O’Brien 
In Honor of Karin Lee George 
    Carole Fuller 
In Honor of  
         Dorothy Hyman Hertz ’41 
    Nancy Ellis 
In Honor of Anne Hubbard ’55 
    Janice C. Oresman 
In Honor of Mr. Allen L. King 
    Maribeth Klobuchar 
In Honor of  
         Barbara Imhofe Lamb ’44 
    Elizabeth M. Lamb 
In Honor of Michael Marcotrigiano 
    Susan Cohen 
    Paula Deitz 
In Honor of Frances Cordonnier 
         McKinnon ’62 
    Betsy S. Michel 
In Honor of Dick Munson 
    Judy Shindel 
In Honor of Eliot Nolen ’54 
    Janice C. Oresman 
In Honor of Muriel Pokross ’34 
    Smith College Club of Belmont 
In Honor of Jacoba van Schaik 
    William T. Fleming & Ann  
         Colangelo 

 

Honorial Gifts  

Donors 

In Memory of  
         Professor Bruce B. Benson 
    Lucy Wilson Benson 
In Memory of Ruth Ellen Berke 
    Madeleine Delman 
In Memory of Caroline  
         Newburger Berkowitz ’21 
    Jean Hiersteiner 
In Memory of Mary Thayer Bixler ’17 
    Harriet B. Naughton 
In Memory of Carol Brown ’11 
    Julianne and Jules Hirsh 
    Sheafe Satterthwaite 
In Memory of  
         Katherine Coe Butzer ’18 
    Betty Butzer Brown 
In Memory of Bill Campbell 
    Esther T. Henrickson 
    Jane Ross Moore 
    Pamela S. Niner 
In Memory of  
         Margaret Williams Case ’29 
    Helen C. Hartfiel 
In Memory of Ruth Churchill 
    Martha Drake 
    Ron & Martha Subber 
In Memory of  
         Laura Swymer-Clancy ’94 
    Brian D. Clancy 
    Kirsten Nesholm 
    Erin Peyton 
    Tara Marie Riley 
In Memory of Lynn Judge Corbett ’74 
    Barbara Judge 
    Nancy Judge Wood 
In Memory of Jane Rowe Evans 
    Grace Evans Bowne 
In Memory of Joseph A. Feldman 
    Mark L. Kramer 
In Memory of Anna C. Foster ’26 
    Joanne Foster 
In Memory of Susan Brooks Franklin 
    Sarah B. Franklin 
In Memory of Pat Gallup 
    Richard & Phyllis McBride 
In Memory of Connie Hinman Getz 
    Barbara L. Crutcher 
In Memory of Martha Gray 
    Florence Bryan Fowlkes 
In Memory of Mary Brooks Griswold 
    Georgianna Bray Erskine 
In Memory of  
         Janet Weakley Haskins ’44 
    Carolyn Dejanikus 
In Memory of  
         Rosamond Starin Hyman ’12 
    Nancy Ellis 
In Memory of Helen M. Jennings ’34 
    Peter Jennings 
    Stephen & Linda Jennings 
In Memory of Nan King 

Memorial Gifts 
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Matching Gifts 

CIGNA Foundation 
Ernst and Young Foundation 
GE Fund 
Johnson and Johnson 
Milliken and Company 
National Grid USA Service Co. 
William Penn Foundation 
Yahoo! 

 

Foundation, Corporate  
and Organization Donors 

24 Carat Comestibles Inc. 
Baystate Perennial Farm 
BF Foundation 
Bob & Barbara Wolfe Charitable 

Fund 
Boucher-O’Brien Funeral Home 
C. L. Frank and Company 
Callaway Gardens Resort, Inc. 
Community Foundation of 

Louisville Depository Inc. 
From the Ground Up 
George I. Alden Trust 
Great Island Foundation 
Harriet Ford Dickenson Foundation 
Kirin Farm Enterprises, Inc. 
Leo Wasserman Foundation 
Margaret W. Casey Fund 
Sanctuary Animal Clinic 
Sidney & Sadie Cohen Foundation 
Triple T. Foundation 
Vernon Family Trust Fund 
Womanswork/Garden Group Inc. 
Woodcock Charitable Fund 

 

Many thanks to the many anonymous donors and all those 
who placed their contributions in the donations box. 
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Donors (continued) 

Members of the Friends of the Botanic Garden 

Contributing Members 

Nancy L. Agnew 
Elizabeth L. Armington 
Adrienne Auerswald 
Julia G. Axtell 
Mrs. Margaret M. Baldrige 
Ms. Clara Couric Batchelor 
Jayne Spielman Baumgarten 
Sarah S. Boasberg 
Ann Boermeester Borelli 
Mrs. Edward G. Bradley 
Jere & Elaine Brophy 
Katie Brown 
Susan C. Bunnell 
Caroline Soleliac Carbaugh 
Mrs. Craig W. Casey 
Carol R. Collier 
Suzanne A. Cummings 

Lyman Conservatoy 
Renovation Fund 

Sarah S. Boasberg 
Mrs. Craig W. Casey 
Georgianna Bray Erskine 
Sarah B. Franklin 
Carole J. Fuller 
Sarah Knight Hindle 
Anne A. Hubbard 
Barbara Ann Kellc 
Elissa C. Lichtenstein 
Edith T. Loening 
Sheafe Satterthwaite 
Marcia Schofield 
Mary Woleben Susen 
Adela Bartholomew Wilmerding 
Dorothy M. Woodcock 

 

Ms. Margaret Antoniou 
Mary F. Beck 
Sue Andreae Brown 
Mrs. Ann Kaplan Fippinger 
Mrs. Bertram Gabriel, Jr. 
Alison C. Jones 
Mrs. Jaywood Lukens 
Elisabeth C. Mason 
Christine McCarthy 
Betsy S. Michel 
Mrs. Wilson Nolen 
Judy Rasmuson 
Mrs. Jack H. Vernon 

 

Patrons 

Benefactors 

Mrs. Marvin A. Collier 
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Eustis 
C. L. Frank & Company 
Dr. & Mrs. Walter Gaska 
Marnie Franks Hensel 
Mrs. Thomas R. Shepard, Jr. 
Shavaun Towers 
Marcia Zweig 

 

Sustaining Members 

William Brandt 
Nancy W. Denig 
Donna K. Donaghy 
Miss H. Gay Flood 
Margot Freedman 
Julia W. Frick 
Alma I. Hix 
Kathleen La Riviere 
Lynden Breed Miller 
Ms. Joanne Dunne Murphy 
Wesley & Mary Pinney 
Nancy Ross 
Rita Seplowitz Saltz 
Nan Stifel 
Mrs. Richard L. Turner 

 

Carolyn Dejanikus 
Susan R. Deland 
Mrs. Arthur B. Du Bois 
Mrs. Margaret Myers Dunn 
Christina J. Eldridge 
Mrs. Hortense F. Feldblum 
Barbara N. Findlay 
Dana Rees Folley 
Mrs. Rockwood H. Foster 
Charlotte Frieze 
Mrs. James B. Fullman 
Ms. Susan Goodall 
Mary Anne Guitar 
Ms. Jane Gwyn 
Ms. Lucy McLelland Hand 
Priscilla A. Hansen 
Mrs. Pembroke J. Hart 
Mr. & Mrs. James T. Healey 
Helen Hendrickson Heinrich 
Brenda Helleberg 
Helen K. Hetherington 
Mary Schimminger Hinds 
Marjorie Holland 
B. Elizabeth Horner 
Belinda Keyser Kaye 
Jane Spivy Keough 
Paulette S. Kessler 
Alice B. Kramer 
Elissa C. Lichtenstein 
Ann S. Mandel 
Ms. Martha E. Martin 
Mary K. Morrison 
Nancy B. Mott 
Ms. Carla Nightingale 
Anne Noble 
Baroness Nathalie Ordioni 
Gerry W. Orem 
Marcia L. Osborn 
Virginia Palmer 
Richard A. Parks 
Molly Peeples 
Mrs. Nancy Pendleton 
Susanne Lac Phippen 
Susan H. Pollack, MD 
Ms. Arlene H. Pollack 
Mrs. Cathleen D. Riley 
Ms. Karen M. Rohan 
Dr. Sally S. Roth 
Adam Schwerner 
Sarah Chase Shaw 
Kathleen C. Sherrerd 
Jane L. Smith 
Ann Solomon 
Barbara Palmer Stern 
Joan J. Thompson 
Mrs. Anna Tilghman 
Lee Traub 
Elizabeth G. Vestner 
Chuck & Louise Weed 
Mrs. Clover Ann Weller 
Ellen C. Wells 
Devon Wickham 
Patricia Conary Williams 
Dorothy M. Woodcock 
Ms. Helen Woynar 

Contributing Members 
CONTINUED 

Cary MacRae McDaniel ’69 
Internship Fund 

Ann Coulter Wiss 
Barbara Burgess Wolfe 

 

Muriel Kohn Pokross ’34 
Fellowship in Botanical & 
Horticultural Studies 

Joan P. & Ronald C. Curhan 
Mr. & Mrs. David Pokross 

 

Kathleen Carr 
Mt. Cuba Center for the Study of 

Piedmont Flora 
Dr. Wilford Neptune 
Sunshine Farm and Gardens 

 

Gift-in-Kind Donations 

Smith College Clubs 

Smith College Club of Belmont  
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Donors (continued) 

Please accept our sincere apologies for any omissions 
or misspellings and kindly advise us of any errors so 
we may record and publish corrections. 

Members of the Friends of the Botanic Garden continued 

Individual & Dual Members 

Nan Freeman 
Ms. Marjorie C. Freer 
Constance French 
Lauren Garner 
Susan Garrett & Jack Wright 
Nancy Gluek 
Mr. & Mrs. William Gnichtel 
Eileen Gisser Gold 
Nancy Goldstein 
Mary Ann Goodman 
Ellen & George Goodwin 
Mrs. Gardner S. Gould 
Ms. Frances K. Grace 
Judith Alper Greene 
Ms. Jane P. Guiliano 
Mrs. Dorothy Lobrano Guth 
Ann W. Hackl 
Helen Hall 
Lesley Harrington 
Mary E. Harvey 
Jean S. Henning 
Ms. Pamela Henrikson 
Marian Herz 
Margaret P. High 
Mrs. Emily Hill 
Ms. Ann Wellmeier Hilliard 
Paul Hopkins 
Carol Horgan 
Nancy Howland 
Marcia Hunkins 
Nicole Husen 
Valri Ivy-Ernst 
Christina Converse Jackson 
Judith Jacobson 
Nina James-Fowler 
Janice A. Julian 
Bobette Reed Kahn & Jeffrey S. Kahn 
Alfred J. Kaiser 
Julie C. Kaneta 
Cynthia S. Kayan 
Charles Kellogg 
Anne Keppler 
Stacy Kerr 
Ethel R. Koehler 
Ms. Gillian Kohler 
Linda Kopf 
Geraldine F. Kraus 
Linda LaFlam 
Mrs. Norman L. Lafleur 
Mary H. Laprade 
Constance T. Latson 
Mrs. Helen G. Laubshire 
Eugene E. Lawrence 
Ellen Leahy-Pile 
Bob Lesko 
Margaret MacNeil Lesniewski 
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold Levinson 
Frances A. Lewis 
Cheryl Winter Lewy 
Prof. Valencia Libby 
Dr. Margaret Lieb 

Barbara Lindsley 
Anne W. Linville 
Cathy Ann Longinotti 
Ann Lundy 
Mary Lunt 
Ms. Bettina R. MacAyeal 
Miss Florence Macdonald 
Jane Malarkey 
Bill Malloy 
Barbara B. Mann 
Amanda A. Mayo 
Kathleen M. McDonald 
Judy McKinley Brewer 
Harriet A. McKissock 
Anne McNeill 
Donna L. Meehan 
Mrs. Marion Mendelson 
Gail M. Michael 
Ms. Anna Middaugh 
Diane Montgomery 
Susan H. Munger 
Mrs. Katharine T. Murray 
Ms. Susan M. Murray 
Mr. & Mrs. James W. 
     Neighbours 
Mrs. George A. Nicholson, III 
David & Claire Norton 
Ms. Kathleen P. O'Beirne 
Maureen Hayes O'Brien 
John O'Brien 
Erin M. O'Connor 
Judith O'Donnell 
Mr. William Olszewski 
Barbara F. Ostberg 
Mary Hart Parker 
Betty A. Parks 
Steven & Ellen Paul 
Betty Payton 
A. Pearce 
Elisabeth M. Pendleton 
Carol Perman 
Ellen Campbell Pskowski 
Eunice Campbell Purdy 
Paula Pursley 
Mrs. V. B. A. Rambusch 
Judith L. Rameior 
Sally W. Rand 
Ms. Martha Redeker 
Marion B. Rhodes 
Alice Robbins 
Catherine Roberts 
Penelope Roberts 
Diantha A. Robinson 
Elizabeth Robinton 
Julia Rudden 
Sheafe Satterthwaite 
Yoelene Schaefer 
Elizabeth K. Sheppard 
Ms. Antonia C. Shoham 
Elizabeth Singer 
Jean Hagen Smith 

Stacey J. Ackerman 
Patricia M. Allen 
Mrs. Theodore Ames 
Ms. Jennifer Page Arbolino 
Patricia A. Atkins 
Lisa Unger Baskin 
Leora Berns 
Mrs. David S. Bigelow, 3rd 
Susanne Schuster Blair 
Lorna R. Blake 
Sheree Bloomberg 
Barbara B. Blumenthal 
Jean G. Bodine 
James A. Bond 
Lee S. Born 
Margaret M. Boyer 
Ann Bradford 
Carroll Brentano 
Geneva Brinton 
Jane Bryden 
Marie Stella Byrnes 
Carrie S. Cadwell 
Bruce Callahan & Tom Gagnon 
Colleen Callahan 
Alison D. Cannon 
Elizabeth Catelli 
Joan Cenedella 
Helen Thayer Chapell 
Annie Cheatham 
Karen B. Clarke 
Ms. Bonnie R. Clendenning 
Betty Conway 
Hilary H. Creighton 
Michele Critelli 
Jacqueline Bowers Cross 
Libby Cryer 
Margaret Flanders Darby 
Nancy S. Deffeyes 
Mrs. Mari W. Deminski 
Brita Dempsey 
Jean & David Dempsey 
Dr. Dale W. Dingledine 
Ruth Dodds 
Karen D. Doherty 
Nancy F. Dow 
Cynthia B. Driscoll 
Barbara Drollette 
Elizabeth Duboff 
Anne M. Duzinski 
Sydney Eddison 
Ms. Ellen Eddy 
Mrs. H. Newcomb Eldredge 
Milly K. Ellis 
David Emery 
Daniel A. Facilla 
Scottie Faerber 
Nancy W. Fass 
Joan A. Faust 
Lila Fendrick 
Linda Selcer Fisher 
Dean Flower 

Phyllis B. Smith 
Mrs. R. M. Smith 
Jocelyn Spragg 
Sandra-Leigh Sprecker 
Shirley A. St. John 
Gwen Stauffer 
Doris V. Steenstrup 
Susan J. Steenstrup 
Alison Meg Stern 
Nancy C. Stevenson 
Lee Stookey 
Mrs. Lois Kelley Stout 
Joe & Betsy Strauch 
Elsie Barrett Sullivan 
Mrs. Irwin G. Sunderman 
Diane Sutton 
Donna Vidal Svirsky 
Sara L. Swain 
Joane Tait 
Mrs. Hilah Bryan Thomas 
Hillary Thomas 
Lucy Keith Tittmann 
Brooke Trent 
Patricia Trocme 
Debora W. Tuck 
Alice Unno 
Susan D. Van Leer 
Ms. Georgette Vianni 
Margaret Waggoner 
Mrs. Phebe D. Wallace 
Noriko Sato Ward 
Margaret V. Warner 
Ms. Marie Warsh 
Susan B. Wasch 
Mrs. Willard T. Weeks 
Mrs. Hilda K. Weinstein 
Barbara A. Silber Weinstock 
Jennifer Werner 
Constance Wiesman 
Lisa A. Wilsher 
Sherry Wilson 
Dorian Rogers Winslow 
Molly Duff Woehrlin 
M. B. Woolam 
Katherine Woolfitt 
Ron and Veronica Yaple 
Dr. Ann S. Zartler 
Annette Zaytoun and Rick 
     Reynolds 
Laura Zaytoun 
Dr. Lawrence H. Zingesser 
Robin Lee Zitter 

Student Members 

Cat Batson 
Lesley Eckert 
Marcia Hylan 
Betsy W. Newcomer 
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Please make checks payable to The Friends of the Botanic Garden   
and send to: 
                             The Botanic Garden of Smith College 
                             Lyman Plant House 
                             Northampton, MA 01063 
                             Attention: Garden Gifts 

Garden Gifts Order Form 

♦    Botanic Garden T-Shirts with Logo            $15 
      Willow Green, Slate, Eggplant, Teal, Natural, or  

 Royal (L & XL only)                                  
 100% Cotton, S, M, L, XL, 2XL               

 
♦    Botanic Garden Sweatshirts with Logo       $25 
      Teal, Maroon, or Natural  
      100% Cotton, S, M, L, XL, 2XL               
 

♦    Botanic Garden Canvas Tote Bags with Logo 
      Open Tote—18"×19"×4½" Green or Navy            $10 
      Zippered Tote—22"×15"×5" Black or Natural      $15 
 

♦    Botanic Garden Aprons with Logo             $15 
      24"×28" with two pockets, Forest Green 
 

♦    Centennial T-Shirts                                    $15 
      “A Century of Women on Topsoil” 
      Brown or Forest Green, 100% cotton, S, M, L, XL 
 

♦    Botanic Print                                              $25 
      Theobroma cacao (chocolate tree) 
      from Lyman Plant House, 7" × 10" 
      Limited signed edition by Pamela See ’73 
 

♦    Botanic Garden Mugs                                 $5 
     White ceramic with black logo 
 

♦    Celebrating a Century:  
     The Botanic Garden of Smith College  
     A 30 page booklet by C. John Burk (1995)            $2 
 

♦    Orchids and Artists:  
     Five Centuries of Botanical Illustration from  
     Peter Schoeffer to Blanche Ames ’99 
      A 20 page booklet (1991)                                        $5 
 

♦    Postcards – Set of 6 assorted cards             $3 
      Bulb Show, Capen Tulip Garden, Mum Show,  
       Olmsted Campus Plan, Lyman Conservatory in Fall 
 

♦    Note Cards – Set of 5 assorted cards           $7 
      Conservatory in Winter, Bulb Show,  
       Frog in Pond, Bat Flower, Silky Stewartia Flower 

Botanic Garden Logo  
© 1999  Margaret P. Holden 

T-Shirts with Logo                  @ $15.00      $                        
      Color: 
      Size: 
 

Sweatshirts                               @ $25.00      $                        
      Color: 
      Size: 
 

Tote Bags 
      Open Tote(s)                             @ $10.00      $                        
      Zippered Tote(s)                        @ $15.00      $                        
      Color: 
 

Aprons                                           @ $15.00      $                        
 

Topsoil T-Shirts                        @ $15.00      $                        
      Color: 
      Size: 
 

Botanic Prints                             @ $25.00      $                        
 

Mugs                                                @ $  5.00      $                        
 

Celebrating a Century               @ $  2.00      $                        
 

Orchids and Artists                   @ $  5.00      $                        
 

Postcard Sets                                @ $  3.00      $                        
 

Note Card Sets                             @ $  7.00      $                        
 

TOTAL          $                               
 

Members of the Friends of the Botanic Garden take 10% off the total  
 

TOTAL ENCLOSED   $                               
 

Name:                                                                                          
 
Address:                                                                                      
 
City/State:                                                     Zip:                     
 
Email:                                                                           

You can see pictures of all these items on our web site: 
http://www.smith.edu/garden/giftorderform.html 
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New Membership Rates and Benefits 
F or the first time in more than eight years, all of the organizations that 

comprise the Friends of Smith (Botanic Garden, Athletics, Libraries, and Museum) 
are raising membership rates. As part of this restructuring, the Botanic Garden is 
delighted to be able to expand the benefits of being a Friend and show our 
appreciation for your continued support.   

We have added new categories of membership and made changes to others. The 
“Student” category has been expanded to include recent alumnae (those who have 
graduated in the past five years). We have added a new category of “Educator,” 
designed specifically for local elementary and secondary school teachers, who will 
be offered special educational programming.  

All members will receive invitations to our reopening events when the 
Conservatory renovations are completed. Friends will continue to receive the 
newsletter and have the privilege of being admitted during Members-only hours at 
the Bulb Show. New benefits include a 10% discount on all purchases of Botanic 
Garden merchandise as well as reduced price registration on trips and workshops. 
We are most excited about a new benefit that all of our members across the country 
will enjoy. Through a special arrangement with the American Horticultural 
Society, membership in the Friends of the Botanic Garden of Smith College entitles 
you to free admission and discounts at over 170 other gardens nationwide. When 
you renew your membership, you will get a list of participating gardens as well as a 
new membership card, entitling you to take advantage of these new benefits.  

Please note that these new rates and benefits went into effect July 1. If you 
renewed before then, you will not be affected until your next renewal.  

Madelaine Zadik 

Botanic Garden News 

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP 
♦ A complimentary copy of  

Celebrating a Century: The Botanic Garden of Smith College, by C. John Burk 
♦ Botanic Garden News, our newsletter and calendar of events, twice a year 
♦ Admission to Members-only hours at the Spring Bulb Show 
♦ Free admission and discounts at 170 other gardens around the country 
♦ 10% discount on Botanic Garden merchandise  
♦ Advanced registration and discounts on trips and workshops 
♦ Invitations to show previews and receptions 

     YES, I WANT TO BECOME A FRIEND OF THE BOTANIC GARDEN OF SMITH COLLEGE! 

Enclosed is my check to The Friends of the Botanic Garden of Smith College in the amount of  $                      . 
All contributions are tax-deductible.  Send to:  Friends of the Botanic Garden of Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063. 

You may also join the Friends or renew your membership online at  
http://www.smith.edu/friends 

Membership Categories 

  Grand Supporter 
  Champion 
  Patron 
  Benefactor 
  Sustainer 

  Contributor  
  Household/Family 
  Individual 
  Educator* 
  Student/Recent Alum** 

  $2000+ 
  $1500 
  $1000 
    $600 
    $300 

   $125 
     $60 
     $35 
     $25 
     $15 

 

Name:   
Class Year (alumnae)         

 
 
 

Address:   
 
 
 

City, State, Zip:   
 
 
 

E-mail:   

BGNS 

  * local elementary or secondary teachers 
** graduated within the past 5 years 
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Calendar of Events — Fall 2002 

A guest lecture of the Landscape Plants and Issues class that is 
open to the Friends of the Botanic Garden. 
How do wetlands affect the landscape from a human perspective 
and from an ecological one, and how have we altered them 
when developing the landscape? What regulations control what 
happens to wetlands? How can we preserve them? 
Paul Wetzel works on wetland plant restoration issues related to 
prairie potholes, southern Appalachian fens, and the Florida 
Everglades. His work ranges from modeling wetland 
ecosystems to delineating wetland boundaries for civil 
engineering projects. Paul is a research associate at Smith 
College and an associate editor for Wetlands, the journal of the 
Society of Wetland Scientists. 

Wetlands in the Landscape: 
What are they and why are they important? 

Paul Wetzel 
Tuesday November 26, 9:00 am  

McConnell Auditorium 

The Friends of the Botanic Garden are invited to this lecture 
on the print history of gardens, which provides a survey from 
the fifteenth through nineteenth centuries, including the 
history of nineteenth century garden journals. 
Elizabeth Eustis, a garden historian and writer, is an adjunct 
curator at the Rondina/LoFaro Gallery at the New York 
Botanical Garden (Scenes of Magnificence and Nature: Rare 
Garden Books from the Elizabeth Kals Reilley Collection 
opens May 2003), and faculty member, Radcliffe Seminars, 
Harvard University.  
Sponsored by the Landscape Studies Program,  
the Rare Book Room, and the Botanic Garden.   

Opening Reception –  Plant Spirals: Beauty You Can Count On 

Norway spruce, Picea abies,  
Electron micrograph of shoot tip  
Rolf Rutishauser, University of Zurich 

The Prototype in the Garden:   
Essential Printed Images of  
Landscape Design History 

Elizabeth Eustis, Smith class of 1975 
Monday, 11 November 2002, 4:15 pm 

Mortimer Rare Book Room, Neilson Library 

Church Exhibition Gallery – Lyman Plant House 
October 17, 2002, 6:30 - 8:30 pm 
See article on page one. 

The Botanic Garden of Smith College 
Northampton, MA 01063 
 


